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What is our Number # 1 Rule…

Answer: don’t look at the keyboard.

Learn where A specific key is located and 
which finger pressed that key, also which 
Home Row key the finger is coming from.  
Memorize the position of the key, and which 
finger presses it.   Then during typing do not 
look at the keyboard.

Lets begin our class with a brief review:

Touch Typing - is  a style of typing without 
looking at the keys as you type.  Although the 
phrase refers - typing without using the sense 
of sight to find the keys.  A touch typist will 
know the location of the keys on the keyboard 
through muscle memory.  

Learn the finger for each key and memorize the 
location, the practice typing each key while NOT 
looking at the keyboard.

From this image:   

Touch Typing Question:

With your fingers on the home row:
What key does the right hand (4th) finger hit?
What key does the left hand (2nd) finger hit?
What key does the right hand (2nd) finger hit?
What key does the right hand (3rd) finger hit?
What key does the left hand thumb hit?
What key does the left hand little(5th) finger 
hit?
What key does the left hand (4th) finger hit?
What key does the right hand little(5th) finger 
hit?

Which finger do you use for the [Space Bar] ?
Which finger do you use for the [A] Key?
Which finger do you use for the [ J] Key?
Which finger do you use for the [D ] Key?
Which finger do you use for the [L ] Key?
Which finger do you use for the [ "enter"] Key?

Example Flowchart

Hands on exercise
Flow chart
(Steps)

Boil water in pot

Take cup out of cupboard

Get tea bag from cupboard

Pour boiled water into the cup

Add tea bag to cup 

If required sugar

<if yes>                                          <if NO>
Get sugar out of cupboard        else do 
nothing

Add sugar

Remove tea bag

Stir tea

Drink tea

More about Coding:
How does a Computer Programmer
Decide how to write a computer program?

One Answer is to display the 
Objective in a visual format:

A flowchart is a type of diagram that represents 
a workflow or process. A flowchart can also be 
defined as a diagrammatic representation of 
an algorithm, a step-by-step approach to solving 
a task.
The flowchart shows the steps as boxes of 
various kinds, and their order by connecting the 
boxes with arrows. This diagrammatic 
representation illustrates a solution model to a 
given problem. Flowcharts are used in analyzing, 
designing, documenting or managing a process 
or program in various fields.

Building blocks
Common symbols

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
set standards for flowcharts and their symbols in 
the 1960s.

Other Symbols

Advantage of using Flow Charts:

The Programmer can visually see the 
"Flow"  of the computer logic,
And design a pattern that will accomplish
The goals…

Also it is easy to change the design,
By a simple change to the logic…

After the project is complete,
A new programmer can view the flow chart and 
see and understand the steps the original 
programmer took to accomplish the goals 

Students:   it takes 3 things to get something done:

Know what to do1)
Decide how to do it2)
Do it,  perform the tasks to accomplish the 
tasks

3)

I want to encourage you to:
     ->   Do hard Things

Here is what that means.
In life there are challenges, and some are easy 
while other challenges are hard.
If you can do a hard thing, that requires time 
and your energy and your thoughts, knowing 
you may get frustrated along the way.  When 
you accomplish a hard thing there is a real 
sense of "Ya!   I did it" a satisfaction that is a 
good feeling.  Once you finish a hard thing, the 
next hard thing is easier to finish.

The Bible says: in the book of Joshua "Be 
Brave and Courageous, for the Lord your God 
is with you"…    How can that help us to do 
hard things?

I would like you to tell me one thing that was 
"Hard" that you accomplished and it made you 
feel good when you were done.. Can anyone 
share the benefit of finishing the "Hard Thing" 
that you accomplished…

Today we will start with a review,
Have a typing test segment,
Then learn about flow charts…

Next we will do a coding segment:

Go to a browser URL
Universal Resource Locator

www.codemonkey.com/hour-of-code
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What key does the right hand (2nd) finger hit?
What key does the right hand (3rd) finger hit?
What key does the left hand thumb hit?
What key does the left hand little(5th) finger 
hit?
What key does the left hand (4th) finger hit?
What key does the right hand little(5th) finger 
hit?

Which finger do you use for the [Space Bar] ?
Which finger do you use for the [A] Key?
Which finger do you use for the [ J] Key?
Which finger do you use for the [D ] Key?
Which finger do you use for the [L ] Key?
Which finger do you use for the [ "enter"] Key?

Example Flowchart

Hands on exercise
Flow chart
(Steps)

Boil water in pot

Take cup out of cupboard

Get tea bag from cupboard

Pour boiled water into the cup

Add tea bag to cup 

If required sugar

<if yes>                                          <if NO>
Get sugar out of cupboard        else do 
nothing

Add sugar

Remove tea bag

Stir tea

Drink tea

More about Coding:
How does a Computer Programmer
Decide how to write a computer program?

One Answer is to display the 
Objective in a visual format:

A flowchart is a type of diagram that represents 
a workflow or process. A flowchart can also be 
defined as a diagrammatic representation of 
an algorithm, a step-by-step approach to solving 
a task.
The flowchart shows the steps as boxes of 
various kinds, and their order by connecting the 
boxes with arrows. This diagrammatic 
representation illustrates a solution model to a 
given problem. Flowcharts are used in analyzing, 
designing, documenting or managing a process 
or program in various fields.

Building blocks
Common symbols

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
set standards for flowcharts and their symbols in 
the 1960s.

Other Symbols

Advantage of using Flow Charts:

The Programmer can visually see the 
"Flow"  of the computer logic,
And design a pattern that will accomplish
The goals…

Also it is easy to change the design,
By a simple change to the logic…

After the project is complete,
A new programmer can view the flow chart and 
see and understand the steps the original 
programmer took to accomplish the goals 

Students:   it takes 3 things to get something done:

Know what to do1)
Decide how to do it2)
Do it,  perform the tasks to accomplish the 
tasks

3)

I want to encourage you to:
     ->   Do hard Things

Here is what that means.
In life there are challenges, and some are easy 
while other challenges are hard.
If you can do a hard thing, that requires time 
and your energy and your thoughts, knowing 
you may get frustrated along the way.  When 
you accomplish a hard thing there is a real 
sense of "Ya!   I did it" a satisfaction that is a 
good feeling.  Once you finish a hard thing, the 
next hard thing is easier to finish.

The Bible says: in the book of Joshua "Be 
Brave and Courageous, for the Lord your God 
is with you"…    How can that help us to do 
hard things?

I would like you to tell me one thing that was 
"Hard" that you accomplished and it made you 
feel good when you were done.. Can anyone 
share the benefit of finishing the "Hard Thing" 
that you accomplished…

Today we will start with a review,
Have a typing test segment,
Then learn about flow charts…

Next we will do a coding segment:

Go to a browser URL
Universal Resource Locator

www.codemonkey.com/hour-of-code
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Brave and Courageous, for the Lord your God 
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